Trunnion Mounted Ball Valves

Standard Features
- NPS 1 to 12 RF and RTJ Flanged ANSI Class 150 to 2500
- NACE compliant and API 6D certified
- Fire safe tested and certified
- ISO 15848 Rate B and Shell TAMAP 2-STAR and 77/300 fugitive emission qualification and certification
- SIL3 automated packages
- All steel components are forged
- Manufactured in Italy

Optional Construction
- BW or hub ends
- Cryogenic or high-temperature designs
- Lip seal
- Metal seated
- API 6A 5000 and 10,000
Built to ALBERTASPEC standards to provide best total cost of ownership

1. Zinc-plated body bolting
2. Blow-out proof stem with anti-static device
3. 316SS or duplex ball, stem, trunnion, and seat holder
4. Devlon® or PEEK seats
5. ELAST-O-Lion® seals are AED, CO₂ and H₂S resistant
6. SPE & DPE-style double block and bleed
7. 316SS body fittings and injectors

Specialized relief valve to ensure safety and minimize relief event when using double-piston effect seats

Single source automation from SAMSON GROUP products